RUVIREX – STATEMENT
RUVIREX
NATURAL HEALTH PROTECTION SYSTEM
The basis of the RUVIREX health system are ionic particles of silver (Ag +), copper (Cu
+), which are smaller than the size of bacteria and viruses. Due to this property,
RUVIREX particles can penetrate deep into the FUNGI, BACTERIA and VIRUSES, and
destroy them.
The RUVIREX product line contains active substances that disrupt the protein
envelope (nucleocapsid) of RNA viruses, which protects them from the external
environment. In this layer, proteins are attached in order to anchor the virus to the
host cell. Without the protein envelope, the virus cannot be cultured and propagated
in the host organism, and therefore can be more easily removed by the host. RUVIREX
is developed as a defense mechanism against a number of viruses and their
mutations, which belong to the group of ENVELOPED VIRUSES. ENVELOPED VIRUSES
include: COVID-19 - including all its mutations, herpes virus, orthomyxoviruses
(influenza). RUVIREX is non-flammable, pH neutral, does not irritate the skin and does
not damage any materials.
The RUVIREX product line is specially designed to protect various products and
environments. The protection is specially adapted for: hands, clothing, air
conditioning, ventilation, various types of transportation - individual and public
transport.
COMPOSITION
Active ionic silver (Ag +) 0.04mg / g, active ionic copper (Cu +) 0.002mg / g, Eucalyptus
globulus extract, Melaleuca alternifolia extract, Lavandula angustifolia extract,
orange natural resin, fixator. ALCOHOL FREE and CHLORINE FREE

CERTIFICATION - LABORATORY TESTS - REGISTRATIONS
This statement is based on documents of Slovak state authorities in accordance with
EU standards:
 Slovak Academy Of Science
 Ministry of Economy of the Slovak Republic
 National Toxicological Information Center
 Regional Public Health Office
 Cosmetic product safety report pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006 of
the European Parliament and of the Council 1223/2009 on cosmetic products
 EU registration CPNP database. RUVIREX GEL - 3518154. RUVIREX SAFE 3519854

